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Altucher, James
Escolhe-te a ti Mesmo Sê Feliz. Faz Milhões. Vive o Sonho.
Original title : Choose Yourself! 
Self PT, 2019. 224 p. 
$18.46

With dozens of case studies, interviews and examples including
the author, investor and entrepreneur, James Altucher invites
the reader to look beyond traditional career paths, and build
good habits, creating your own career and making a decision to
choose yourself.
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With dozens of case studies, interviews and examples including the
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creating your own career and making a decision to choose yourself.

Bahcall, Safi
Lunáticos : Loonshots Como fomentar ideias loucas que fazem o
mundo avançar.
Original title : Loonshots: How to Nurture the Crazy Ideas That
Win Wars, Cure Diseases, and Transform Industries. 
Lua de Papel, 2019. 392 p. 
$19.50

Bahcall, a physicist and entrepreneur, shows why teams,
companies, or any group with a mission will suddenly change
from embracing new ideas to rejecting them, just as flowing
water will suddenly change into brittle ice.  Loonshots reveals a
surprising new way of thinking about the mysteries of group
behavior that challenges everything we thought we knew about
nurturing radical breakthroughs.
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Belfort, Jordan
Lobo de Wall Street (O).
Original title : Way of the Wolf: Straight Line Selling: Master
the Art of Persuasion, Influence, and Success.  
Editorial Presença, 2014. 520 p. 
$23.83

Immortalized in the hit movie "The Wolf of Wall Street", the
author, Jordan Belfort, reveals the step-by-step sales and
persuasion system proven to turn anyone into a sales-closing,
money-earning rock star. "Way of the Wolf" cracks the code on
how to persuade anyone to do anything and coaches listeners,
regardless of age, education, or skill level, to be a master sales
person, negotiator, closer, entrepreneur, or speaker.
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Editorial Presença, 2014. 520 p. 
$23.83
Immortalized in the hit movie "The Wolf of Wall Street", the author,
Jordan Belfort, reveals the step-by-step sales and persuasion system
proven to turn anyone into a sales-closing, money-earning rock star.
"Way of the Wolf" cracks the code on how to persuade anyone to do
anything and coaches listeners, regardless of age, education, or skill
level, to be a master sales person, negotiator, closer, entrepreneur, or
speaker.

Berger, Warren
Arte de Fazer Perguntas (A): O Poder da interrogação na
criação de ideias revolucionárias.
Original title : More Beautiful Question (A): The Power of
Inquiry to Spark Breakthrough Ideas. 
Vogais, 2020. 352 p. 
$28.90

Journalist and innovation expert Warren Berger shows that one
of the most powerful forces for igniting change in business and in
our daily lives is a simple, underappreciated tool - one that has
been available to us since childhood - Questioning deeply,
imaginatively, "beautifully" can help us identify and solve
problems, come up with game-changing ideas, and pursue fresh
opportunities. So why are we often reluctant to ask "Why?"
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Brown, Brené
Imperfeição é uma Virtude (A).
Original title : The Gifts of Imperfection: Let Go of who You
Think You're Supposed to Be and Embrace Who You Are. 
Nascente, 2020. 240 p. 
$17.40

With this groundbreaking work Brené Brown, Ph.D., bolsters
the self-esteem and personal development process through her
characteristic heartfelt, honest storytelling. With original
research and plenty of encouragement, she explores the
psychology of releasing our definitions of an “imperfect” life and
embracing living authentically.
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Original title : The Gifts of Imperfection: Let Go of who You
Think You're Supposed to Be and Embrace Who You Are. 
Nascente, 2020. 240 p. 
$17.40
With this groundbreaking work Brené Brown, Ph.D., bolsters the self-
esteem and personal development process through her characteristic
heartfelt, honest storytelling. With original research and plenty of
encouragement, she explores the psychology of releasing our
definitions of an “imperfect” life and embracing living authentically.

Burchard, Brendon
Seis Hábitos de Alta Performance Como as pessoas se tornam
extraordinárias (Os).
Original title : High Performance Habits: How Extraordinary
People Become That Way. 
Lua de Papel, 2019. 416 p. 
$19.50

Brendon Burchard reveals the most effective habits for reaching
long-term success. Based on one of the largest surveys ever
conducted on high performers, it turns out that just six habits
move the needle the most in helping you succeed. Adopt these six
habits, and you win. Neglect them, and life is a never-ending
struggle. 
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Christensen, Clayton M.
Dilema da Inovação (O).
Original title : Innovator's Dilemma (The): When New
Technologies Cause Great Firms to Fail. 
Actual Editora, 2018. 356 p. 
$21.70

In this classic bestseller - one of the most influential business
books of all time - innovation expert Clayton Christensen shows
how even the most outstanding companies can do everything
right - yet still lose market leadership.
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Cialdini, Robert
Pré-Suasão A influência começa ainda antes da primeira
palavra.
Original title :  Pre-Suasion: A Revolutionary Way to Influence
and Persuade. 
Marcador, 2018. 384 p. 
$21.65

Cialdini’s "Pre-Suasion" explains the techniques a person
should implement to influence and convince.  Altering a
listener’s attitudes, beliefs, or experiences isn’t necessary, says
Cialdini, all that’s required is for a communicator to redirect the
audience’s focus of attention before a relevant action.
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Clear, James
Hábitos Atómicos Pequenas Mudanças, Grandes Resultados.
Original title : Atomic Habits: An Easy & Proven Way to Build
Good Habits & Break Bad Ones. 
Lua de Papel, 2019. 304 p. 
$18.40

No matter your goals, "Atomic Habits" offers a proven
framework for improving - every day. James Clear, one of the
world's leading experts on habit formation, reveals practical
strategies that will teach you exactly how to form good habits,
break bad ones, and master the tiny behaviors that lead to
remarkable results.
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Dalio, Ray
Princípios.
Original title : Principles: Life and Work. 
Self PT, 2019. 640 p. 
$29.30

Ray Dalio, one of the world’s most successful investors and
entrepreneurs, shares the unconventional principles that he’s
developed, refined, and used over the past forty years to create
unique results in both life and business, and which any person or
organization can adopt to help achieve their goals.
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Ferriss, Timothy
Tribo de Mentores (Uma).
Original title : Tribe of Mentors: Short Life Advice from the
Best in the World. 
Casa das Letras, 2019. 508 p. 
$25.00

Tim Ferriss shares the ultimate choose-your-own-adventure
book - a compilation of tools, tactics, and habits from 130+ of the
world's top performers. From iconic entrepreneurs to elite
athletes, from artists to billionaire investors, their short profiles
can help you answer life's most challenging questions, achieve
extraordinary results, and transform your life.
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$25.00
Tim Ferriss shares the ultimate choose-your-own-adventure book - a
compilation of tools, tactics, and habits from 130+ of the world's top
performers. From iconic entrepreneurs to elite athletes, from artists
to billionaire investors, their short profiles can help you answer life's
most challenging questions, achieve extraordinary results, and
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Fogg, BJ
Pequenos Hábitos : Mudanças mínimas que mudam tudo.
Original title : Tiny Habits: The Small Changes That Change
Everything. 
Arena PT, 2020. 336 p. 
$19.50

The world’s leading expert on habit formation shows how you
can have a happier, healthier life: by starting small. When it
comes to change, TINY IS MIGHTY.  You just need Fogg’s
behavior formula: make it easy, make it fit your life, and make it
rewarding. 
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Original title : Tiny Habits: The Small Changes That Change
Everything. 
Arena PT, 2020. 336 p. 
$19.50
The world’s leading expert on habit formation shows how you can
have a happier, healthier life: by starting small. When it comes to
change, TINY IS MIGHTY.  You just need Fogg’s behavior
formula: make it easy, make it fit your life, and make it rewarding. 

Johnson, Spencer
Fora do Labirinto A continuação do clássico bestseller mundial
Quem Mexeu no Meu Queijo?
Original title : Out of the Maze: An A-Mazing Way to Get
Unstuck.  
Gestão Plus, 2019. 96 p. 
$13.30

In his trademark style, Dr. Spencer Johnson once again shares a
simple story that offers profound truths about how to transform
your life. When we first met them in "Who Moved My Cheese?",
two mouse-sized characters, Hem and Haw, were faced with
unexpected change, when the Cheese they loved suddenly
disappeared. Haw learned how to deal with that change
successfully by setting off in search of New Cheese. But Hem
remained stuck where he was. Now "Out of the Maze" reveals
what Hem did next and how his discoveries can help you unlock
the riddle of whatever mazes you may face yourself.
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Kawasaki, Guy
Wise Guy : Lições de uma Vida.
Original title : Wise Guy: Lessons from a Life. 
Vogais, 2019. 272 p. 
$19.30

Silicon Valley icon and bestselling author Guy Kawasaki shares
the unlikely stories of his life and the lessons we can draw from
them. Guy covers everything from moral values to business skills
to parenting. As he writes, "I hope my stories help you live a
more joyous, productive, and meaningful life. If Wise Guy
succeeds at this, then that's the best story of all."
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$19.30
Silicon Valley icon and bestselling author Guy Kawasaki shares the
unlikely stories of his life and the lessons we can draw from them.
Guy covers everything from moral values to business skills to
parenting. As he writes, "I hope my stories help you live a more
joyous, productive, and meaningful life. If Wise Guy succeeds at
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McKenzie, Hamis
Insane Mode : A História da Tesla Como Elon Musk iniciou a
Revolução do Elétrico.
Original title : Insane Mode: How Elon Musk's Tesla Sparked an
Electric Revolution to End the Age of Oil. 
Vogais, 2020. 320 p. 
$20.45

Hamish McKenzie tells how a Silicon Valley start-up's wild
dream came true. Tesla is a car company that stood up against
not only the might of the government-backed Detroit car
manufacturers. It is the perfect description of the operating cycle
of a company that has sworn it won't rest until every car on the
road is electric. Here is a story about the very best kind of
American ingenuity and its historymaking potential.
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Mintzberg, Henry
Histórias de Embalar para Gestores Como passar de chefe
esperto a líder esperto.
Original title : Bedtime Stories for Managers: Farewell, Lofty
Leadership...  Welcome, Engaging Management. 
Gestão Plus, 2020. 160 p. 
$16.85

Henry Mintzberg has culled forty-two of the best posts from his
widely read blog and turned them into a deceptively light,
sneakily serious compendium of sometimes heretical reflections
on management.
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Pang, Alex Soojung-Kim
Descansar
Original title : Rest: Why You Get More Done When You Work
Less. 
Temas e Debates, 2017. 344 p. 
$20.70

Looking at different forms of rest, from sleep to vacation, Silicon
Valley futurist and business consultant Alex Soojung-Kim Pang
dispels the myth that the harder we work the better the outcome.
He combines rigorous scientific research with a rich array of
examples of writers, painters, and thinkers to challenge our
tendency to see work and relaxation as antithetical.  "Rest"
offers a roadmap to rediscovering the importance of rest in our
lives, and a convincing argument that we need to relax more if
we actually want to get more done.
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Less. 
Temas e Debates, 2017. 344 p. 
$20.70
Looking at different forms of rest, from sleep to vacation, Silicon
Valley futurist and business consultant Alex Soojung-Kim Pang
dispels the myth that the harder we work the better the outcome. He
combines rigorous scientific research with a rich array of examples
of writers, painters, and thinkers to challenge our tendency to see
work and relaxation as antithetical.  "Rest" offers a roadmap to
rediscovering the importance of rest in our lives, and a convincing
argument that we need to relax more if we actually want to get more
done.

Rath, Tom
Carga Completa? Descubra o seu potencial na vida e no
trabalho.
Original title : Are You Fully Charged?: The 3 Keys to
Energizing Your Work and Life. 
Marcador, 2018. 232 p. 
$17.40

This book by Tom Rath reveals the three keys that matter most
for our daily well-being, as well as our engagement in our work.
Drawing on the latest and most practical research from business,
psychology, and economics, this book focuses on changes we can
make to create better days for ourselves and others.
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Sinek, Simon
Jogo Infinito (O).
Original title : Infinite Games (The). 
Lua de Papel, 2019. 304 p. 
$18.40

In this new book, Simon Sinek offers a framework for leading
with an infinite mindset. The rules of an infinite game are
changeable while infinite games have no defined endpoint. There
are no winners or losers -only ahead and behind.
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Sutherland, J.J.
Scrum : Manual de Instruções.
Original title : Scrum Fieldbook (The): A Master Class on
Accelerating Performance, Getting Results, etc. 
Lua de Papel, 2020. 280 p. 
$18.00

Based on years of work in the field with scores of companies,
including Bosch, 3M, Schlumberger, and Rio Tinto, "The Scrum
Fieldbook" delivers a hands-on, practical approach to rapidly
delivering value for companies and organizations.
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Tracy, Brian
Engula esse Sapo! 21 estratégias para parar de procrastinar e
fazer mais em menos tempo.
Original title : Eat That Frog!: 21 Great Ways to Stop
Procrastinating and Get More Done in Less Time. 
Plátano Editora, 2018. 120 p. 
$15.20

For Tracy, eating a frog is a metaphor for tackling your most
challenging task but also the one that can have the greatest
positive impact on your life. "Eat That Frog!" shows you how to
organize each day so you can zero in on these critical tasks and
accomplish them efficiently and effectively.
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Voss, Chris
Não se Fique pelo Meio-Termo Aprenda a negociar como se a
sua vida dependesse disso.
Original title :  Never Split the Difference: Negotiating as if Your
Life Depended on It. 
Vogais, 2018. 320 p. 
$21.80

The author, Chris Voss, is the FBI’s lead international
kidnapping negotiator. "Never Split the Difference" takes you
inside the world of high-stakes negotiations and into Voss’s
head, revealing the skills that helped him and his colleagues
succeed where it mattered most: saving lives. In this practical
guide, he shares the nine effective principles (counterintuitive
tactics and strategies) you too can use to become more persuasive
in both your professional and personal life.
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Willink, Jocko
Extreme Ownership (Responsabilização Total) : Como os U. S.
Navy Seals lideram e vencem.
Original title : Extreme Ownership: How U.S. Navy SEALs Lead
and Win. 
Lua de Papel, 2019. 360 p. 
$19.50

Two US Navy SEAL officers who led special operations unit of
the Iraq War demonstrate how to apply powerful leadership
principles from the battlefield to business and life. Detailing the
principles that enable SEAL units to accomplish the most
difficult combat missions, "Extreme Ownership" demonstrates
how to apply them to any team or organization, in any
leadership environment. "Extreme Ownership" challenges
leaders everywhere to fulfill their ultimate purpose: lead and
win.
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